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Carroll's attempts to get a rise in vain as Liverpool are given elbow 
Liverpool 0 Braga 0  
(Braga win 1-0 on agg)  
On St Patrick's Day of all days, Liverpool's road to Dublin turned into the road to 
nowhere last night. Ireland's first European final will boast no English team as 
Kenny Dalglish's hopes of guiding his side to silverware were thwarted by a Braga 
side who stubbornly held on to their one-goal advantage from the first leg.  
Liverpool deserved little else on a night when they failed to produce the kind of 
performance or create the opportunities that might have earned them a safe 
passage through to the quarter-finals of the Europa League. They now face a 
battle to qualify for the competition next season after another campaign dried up.  
Dalglish offered Andy Carroll his first European start after challenging the 
towering forward to channel his aggression in a fashion conducive to the team, 
having been on the receiving end of an elbow in last week's first leg. Possibly of 
the view that discretion is the better part of valour, Jose Domingos, the Braga 
coach, opted to leave Kaka, Carroll's assailant on that occasion, on the substitutes' 
bench.  
The sting may have been drawn from the situation but Carroll still started the 
game like a man possessed, winning a succession of aerial challenges and 
generally making himself the kind of nuisance that only a powerhouse standing 
6ft 3in can. Despite having had a week to work out how to deal with him, Braga 
were none the wiser than they had been in Portugal and had Artur not saved well 
from Cole after a flick-on by Carroll, the most expensive British footballer could 
have had his first assist for his new club.  
That chance came in the eighth minute and so did Liverpool's next opportunity, as 
Carroll rose unchallenged to meet a corner from Raul Meireles, only to plant his 
header wide of the near post. The next time he tried to find space in the box from 
a corner, he was shoved in the back by Miguel Garcia and was left aghast as a foul 
was awarded against him.  
Regardless of the precision of his finishing and the decision-making of Gianluca 
Rocchi, the referee, the most telling conclusion to be drawn from Carroll's early 
fumblings was that Liverpool now possess a target man who is able to give their 
attack a new dimension.  
It was just as well that they did because they created nothing from moves that did 
not involve Carroll during a tense first half in which Braga showed more than 
enough endeavour on the break to suggest that they posed a goalscoring threat.  
Dalglish had expected the encounter to be as cagey as the first leg, particularly 
given that Braga carried with them a one-goal advantage from that game, but 
with the visiting team aware of the added value that comes from scoring on away 
soil, they posed more danger than had been expected.  
The problem for Liverpool was that their play became one-dimensional as the 
temptation to hit Carroll early took over. Such predictability of approach played 
into Braga's hands and any hopes that Liverpool may have held of steamrolling 
their opponents into submission soon evaporated with the encounter turning into 
a war of attrition. In front of the watching John W. Henry, the club's principal 
owner, Dalglish must have been looking for a command performance from his 
team given his bid to make the manager's job his own, but he did not get one.  
Liverpool's frustration grew as the match wore on and Carroll was fortunate to 
receive only a yellow card for a wild lunge on Paulao, who was also booked. Their 
sense of irritation could have intensified had Alan scored when he found himself 
clean through on goal after a fortunate ricochet, but the midfield player shot 
harmlessly wide.  
That should have been the end of the contest because, having struggled so 
desperately to score a goal up to that point, it was unlikely in the extreme that 
Liverpool would have scored the three they would then have needed.  
By the time the inevitable Liverpool siege came it was too late. Braga's obstinance 
had become absolute and their resolve unshakeable, although Artur, the 
goalkeeper, did well to deny Martin Skrtel with six minutes remaining and Carroll 
had a goalbound header thwarted inadvertently by Dirk Kuyt.  
An exit from a second-rate competition can only ever be inglorious and Dalglish's 
fear that his team's torpor in the first leg could cost them qualification was 
ultimately realised.  
Liverpool (4-4-2): J M Reina -- G Johnson, J Carragher, M Skrtel, D Wilson -- J Cole 
(sub: D Ngog, 75min), Lucas Leiva, R Meireles, M Rodriguez (sub: J Spearing, 76) -- 
D Kuyt, A Carroll. Substitutes not used: P Gulacsi, D Pacheco, S Kyrgiakos, C 
Poulsen, J Flanagan. Booked: Carroll, Skrtel, Meireles.  
Braga (4-1-4-1): Artur -- M Garcia, Paulao, A Rodriguez, Silvio -- Vandinho (sub: 
Kaka, 73) -- Alan, Leandro Salino (sub: Mossoro, 89), H Viana, Paulo Cesar -- Lima 
(sub: A Meyong, 84). Substitutes not used: Cristiano, Helder Barbosa, Dani, J 
Peterson. Booked: Paulao, Vandinho.  
Referee: G Rocchi (Italy). 

 
Liverpool limp out with quiet Carroll completing dismal night for 
Dalglish 
Kenny Dalglish suffered his first major setback as the Liverpool manager when his 
side went out at the hands of a team about to make their debut in a European 
quarter-final. Braga's 1-0 lead from the first leg in Portugal was enough to see 
them through against a Liverpool team bereft of attacking ideas, despite starting 
with Andy Carroll for the first time.  
If the record signing was supposed to strike fear into the opposing defence in this 
last-16 tie he failed to do so. This was a deflating home debut, as well as a dismal 
night for Dalglish, who bore no responsibility for going out of the FA Cup at 
Manchester United but has since put Liverpool on an upward curve. This was his 
team selection, with his new centre-forward, and the Europa League was 
Liverpool's only remaining chance of winning silverware this season. Liverpool 
now face a daunting task to qualify for Europe next season through the league, 
which must be hard to take when the stadium DJ spent half-time on St Patrick's 
day spinning records looking forward to summer in Dublin.  
"Andy has got tremendous assets, we've just got to learn how to get the best out 
of him," Dalglish said. "We could do with a bit more creativity, we knew Braga 
would be well organised and it was up to us to break them down. We had an 
option to get into Europe next year by winning this competition. If we don't make 
it through the league it will be a disappointment but you only get there if you win 
enough games. We've always known that."  
Liverpool's new pounds 35m striker was quickly into action, knocking a ball down 
for Joe Cole to force the first save of the game from Artur, then climbing to reach 
the subsequent corner and placing a header just wide of the far post. Carroll 
collapsed in a heap at the next Liverpool corner, complaining with justification 
that he had been shoved in the back by Alberto Rodriguez, only for the Italian 
referee to award a free-kick in Braga's favour. When the official awarded a throw 
in the wrong direction a few minutes later Dalglish was incensed and the crowd 
began to complain, a restlessness that increased when it became clear that 
neither Cole's initial energy nor Carroll's height would bring about an early 
breakthrough.  
Without the ineligible Luis Suarez the home side lacked the cleverness that was 
evident against United and were almost as laboured as they had been in Portugal. 
If the co-owner John W Henry, watching from the stand, had travelled to this 
game to see what pounds 35m worth of centre-forward looks like, he could only 
have been underwhelmed. Carroll struggled to get on the end of crosses and won 
only a modest proportion of aerial contests in midfield. When he finally got a 
chance, from Maxi Rodriguez's cross on the stroke of the interval, he steered his 
header tamely wide.  
Braga did not offer much in the first half either apart from an optimistic drive 
from distance by Lima that flew straight to Pepe Reina, although Alan came up 
with a deft turn on the half-hour that left Danny Wilson floundering and obliged 
Martin Skrtel to block the shot. Braga did not need a goal, however; they were 
happy with the advantage from the first leg. It was up to Liverpool to force the 
pace and Dalglish must have been disappointed with the number of opportunities 
created.  
Carroll let his frustration get the better of him early in the second half, bringing 
down Alberto Rodriguez when he had no realistic chance of winning the ball. 
Perhaps Carroll was nervous. It cannot be easy making your home debut as the 
most expensive English footballer in front of Fabio Capello as well as the man who 
put up the money.  
Liverpool's attacks became ever more desperate, though the contest was almost 
settled early when a defensive mix-up gave Alan a brief chance at the other end 
that he wasted. "That was the best chance of the game and we had it," the Braga 
coach Domingos Paciencia said. "This is the best result in our history, we have 
never been in a European quarter-final before."  
Braga defended resolutely as Liverpool's final onslaught began, though by the 
standards of battle charges on European nights at this ground it was nothing 
special. Carroll headed a chance against Dirk Kuyt, Artur made one notable save 
to deny Skrtel and Liverpool were out.  
Liverpool 4-4-2  
Reina; Johnson, Carragher, Skrtel *, Wilson (Spearing, 76); Cole (Ngog, 75), Lucas, 
Meireles *, M Rodriguez;  
Carroll *, Kuyt.  
Subs not used  
Gulacsi, Pacheco, Kyrgiakos, Ngog, Poulsen, Flanagan.  
Braga 4-3-3  
Artur; Miguel Garcia, Paulao *, A Rodriguez, Silvio; Salino (Mossoro, 89), Vandinho 
* (Kaka, 73) Viana; Alan, Lima (Meyong, 84), Paulo Cesar.  
Subs not used  
Cristiano, Barbosa, Dani, Peterson.  
Referee G Rocchi (It)  
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Liverpool go out with a whimper; Braga blunt Carroll and Co 
Liverpool 0  
SCBraga 0  
(Braga win 1-0 on aggregate)  
THEY came expecting another night of great European drama and excitement but 
left feeling deflated and frustrated by the cold, harsh truth.  
Liverpool had been expected to sweep SC Braga aside last night, to prove that 
their no show in the first leg was all wrong and march smoothly into the Europa 
League's last eight to give Kenny Dalglish the latest happy chapter of his Anfield 
return.  
How different reality proved. Liverpool's history is littered with great comebacks 
in Europe but due to a glaring lack of quality, this is a night they will be happy to 
forget. In the most feeble circumstances imaginable, their final hopes of 
silverware disappeared.  
Precisely when they will return to Europe remains to be seen. Only fifth place in 
the Barclays Premier League will be good enough now and until Dalglish can get 
Andy Carroll firing on all cylinders, and call on Luis Suarez and Steven Gerrard 
again, even that looks a bridge too far.  
While there was no surprise to see Carroll start, it was puzzling to see him take 
the field in the No 29 shirt, but bureaucracy gone mad prevented him wearing No 
9 -- Fernando Torres had initially been assigned that number and UEFA do not 
allow changes to squad order to be made during a season.  
Liverpool looked to use his aerial prowess at every opportunity in the opening 
exchanges as they attempted to claw back the advantage Braga had established in 
the first leg.  
His knockdown after eight minutes created a shooting opportunity for Joe Cole 
but, frustratingly for the home side, the England midfielder's shot was parried by 
Artur and Carroll saw his follow-up diverted away for a corner.  
As was the case when these sides first met, Carroll's muscular presence unsettled 
Braga's defenders, so much so that he had claims to be awarded a penalty 
midway through the first half when Vadinho and Paulao bundled him over. 
Despite Liverpool's pleas, the Italian match officials were unmoved.  
Usually in games of this nature, Liverpool build up a head of steam and are roared 
inexorably forward by the Kop but, after that incident, both team and crowd 
seemed to lose their way and anxieties became more apparent as Braga stood 
firm. That Liverpool were lacking the wit to break Braga down, however, should 
not have come as a surprise. They have rarely convinced in Europe this season 
and goals have been exceptionally hard to come by in this competition.  
Since sweeping Steaua Bucharest aside 4-1 in September, Liverpool have played 
eight Europa League games and only scored five goals, three of which came 
during an inspired 13-minute spell from Gerrard against Napoli on November 4. It 
was no surprise, then, to see Braga growing in belief that they would see the job 
through. They were well organised, disciplined and also possessed a sense of 
adventure -- Martin Skrtel needed to be alert to block a powerful Lima shot.  
Liverpool's principal owner John W Henry, who had flown in for the game, sat in 
close proximity to England manager Fabio Capello in the director's box.  
The idea of playing a final in Dublin might have been romantic to Liverpudlians 
but the longer this contest progressed the less it looked like materialising, as balls 
went askew, Carroll failed to get any meaningful service and Liverpool's attackers 
showed a frustrating propensity for getting caught offside.  
Carroll might have been short of peak fitness but he did his best to try and inspire 
his teammates.  
His enthusiasm, though, got the better of him early in thesecond half when he 
collided with Alberto Rodriguez.  
Braga's defenders swarmed around referee Gianluca Rocchi and demanded that 
the official take action against the record signing. He did, showing Carroll a yellow 
card for his rather crude challenge, but he also booked Paulao for becoming 
embroiled in the row.  
It was that type of game. Scruffy, lacking rhythm and cohesion, it was difficult to 
see where Liverpool were going to pose a threat and even on the bench Dalglish 
had few options to reinvigorate a side that, once again, showed that they remain 
a shadow of former glories.  
MATCH FACTS  
LIVERPOOL (4-4-2): Reina 6; Johnson 6, Carragher 6, Skrtel 7, Wilson 5; Maxi 6 
(Spearing 75min, 6), Lucas 6, Meireles 5, Cole 6 (Ngog 75, 6); Kuyt 6, Carroll 6. 
Subs not used: Gulacsi, Pacheco, Kyrgiakos, Poulsen, Flanagan. Booked: Carroll, 
Skrtel, Meireles. BRAGA (4-5-1): Artur 6; Garcia 7, Paulao 7, Rodriguez 7, Silvio 6; 
Alan 6, Leandro 7 (Mossoro 89), Vadinho 6 (Kaka 74, 6), Hugo Viana 7, Paulo 
Caesar 7; Lima 6 (Meyong 84). Subs not used: Cristiano, Barbosa, Dani, Peterson. 
Booked: Paulao, Vandinho. Man of the match: Rodriguez. Referee: Gianluca 
Rocchi (Italy).  
 

 
 Costly Carroll fails to cover up Liverpool's shortcomings 
Liverpool 0  
Braga 0  
Att: 37,494 Braga win 1;0 on agg  
John W Henry came to Anfield last night hoping to savour the sight of his [pounds 
sterling]35 million record transfer. After watching Liverpool ejected from Europe 
for this, and most likely next year, he will have left wondering how much it will 
cost him to make that initial investment worthwhile. More money, more 
problems.  
That Kenny Dalglish's team's interest in the Europa League is over is not Andy 
Carroll's fault.  
Liverpool's number 29 ; testament to arcane Uefa regulations ; offered more than 
enough to suggest to Henry that he will not be throwing good money after bad. 
But that the most expensive Englishman in football history could make so little 
impact proves that not following up that spending that would be folly.  
This was always going to be a nervy evening for Liverpool. They are hardened 
enough European campaigners in these parts to know that one slip, against a 
well-organised Braga side, would have ended their hopes for this season and, in 
one fell swoop, for next. So abject was their early season form, so wretched their 
luck, that the league offers no solace.  
That anxiety will have been heightened by the surprise presence of the club's 
principal owner, John W Henry, in the directors' box.  
Entirely fitting, of course, that the man who spent [pounds sterling]35 million on 
Carroll should be here to witness the striker's first start. But not for those players 
whose futures he has invested rather less heavily in, entirely relaxing.  
Henry, even with his self-confessed passing knowledge of the game, would have 
been able to tell that his players were on edge. A wrong pass here, a touch too 
many there. This was a night too delicate for anyone to feel at ease.  
On countless occasions in Anfield's long, illustrious history, that nervousness has 
manifested itself in the restless, relentless energy which eventually sweeps the 
hosts to victory; in the opening exchanges, this seemed an evening cast in that 
tradition.  
And at the centre of it all was Carroll. It was his knockdown which allowed Joe 
Cole to steal in and draw from Artur the first save of note of the game; it was his 
rebound from the goalkeeper's parry which was deflected wide. It was Carroll 
who rose highest to head the subsequent corner wide. He is raw. He is unrefined. 
But he makes things happen.  
There are lessons to be learned, though. When to judge a run, say, so that Maxi 
Rodriguez's's ingenious back;heel might have found him on side, rather than off. 
Or that, when it comes to continental combat, the rules are slightly different.  
He will have been surprised to see, for example, that being pushed by one 
defender into another counts ; to the eyes of Italian referee Gianluca Rocchi, at 
least ; as a foul.  
Jumping near the goalkeeper, likewise, is frowned upon. At times, merely being 
stronger and taller than an opponent can be interpreted as an infringement.  
Carroll was not the only victim; Lucas, too, might have had a penalty in the first 
half; but it would be an exaggeration to suggest Rocchi was at the root of 
Liverpool's travails. Instead, they were let down by the lack of a coherent 
strategy, by an absence of craft. They looked rather like a team that had a new 
toy but had not read the instruction manual.  
Carroll may stand at 6'3" and possess the sort of physique to make most 
heavyweights blanche, but his presence does not compel a team to dispense with 
pass and move in favour of hoof and hope. A striker of his physical attributes 
requires a team full of pace and width, of pinpoint delivery and intelligent supply, 
to elicit his best.  
They are traits this Liverpool, particularly in the absence of Steven Gerrard and 
Luis Suarez, lack. They are traits Henry will know he must purchase in the 
summer. They are traits that will not come cheap.  
That Carroll grew frustrated was evident ; he was lucky only to be booked for one 
lunge on Alberto Rodriguez; but that said as much about his fitness as it did about 
his team's form.  
Both are evidently some way short of the required standard. The former will be 
rather easier, and cheaper, to solve than the former.  
Liverpool (4;4;2): Reina; Johnson, Carragher, Skrtel, Wilson; Cole (Ngog 75), Lucas, 
Meireles, Maxi (Spearing 76); Carroll, Kuyt. Subs: Gulacsi, Pacheco, Kyrgiakos, 
Poulsen, Flanagan. Booked: Carroll, Skirtel, Meireles.  
Braga (4:3:2;1): Artur; Silvio, Rodriguez, Paulao, Miguel Garcia; Hugo Viana, Salino 
(Mossoro 89), Vandinho (Kaka 73); Paulo Cesar, Alan; Lima (Meyong 84). Subs: 
Cristiano, Helder Barbosa, Dani, Peterson. Booked: Paulao, Vandinho. 
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Carroll fails to deliver on debut as Liverpool are ousted by Braga 
LIVERPOOL EXITED the Europa League last night and they will not be missed. In 
eight months in the competition, they produced one performance worthy of the 
club's history - the Steven Gerrard-inspired defeat of Napoli - scored one goal in 
five away games and racked up an awful lot of goalless draws. Like Manchester 
City, they did not come near the business end of the competition.  
This goalless draw proved fatal. Braga wasted time outrageously, tackled with a 
streak of nastiness and fell over without too much provocation. That, however, is 
what Liverpool should have expected. Braga are a small club entering one of the 
palaces of European football and Kenny Dalglish might have anticipated they 
would employ every weapon.  
Nevertheless, this was a Liverpool side that had taken Manchester United apart in 
their last game at Anfield and were reinforced by the bull-like presence of 
[pounds sterling]35m Andy Carroll in his first start for the club.  
His was not a bad beginning, though he was caught repeatedly offside, but it says 
something that the best opportunity of a second half shot through with 
frustration fell to Martin Skrtel, who fired into the goalkeeper's body.  
Carroll's full debut was marked by a brilliant full moon high over the Centenary 
Stand and much had been made of how the turbulent young Geordie might react 
after the elbow in the face from Kaka that marked his first taste of European 
football.  
Before the second leg, Mark Lawrenson, Dalglish's centre-half in his first spell as 
manager, suggested that - given a footballer will seek revenge as coldly as any 
mafia don - Claudiano Bezerra da Silva, to give the defender the name he was 
christened with, might not appear. Lawrenson suggested Kaka would develop "a 
mysterious groin strain" before kick-off. For whatever reason, he did indeed start 
on the bench.  
Carroll began in the thick of things. Braga were a side who looked to go down at 
the first swish of Carroll's ponytail but he clattered into the goalkeeper, Artur, and 
left Paulo Cesar with a sore head, yet he unquestionably should have had a 
penalty when pushed in the back by Paulao.  
Six minutes into the second half he launched himself into the centre-half by the 
advertising hoardings on the Kop, which sparked a general scuffle as Fabio Capello 
chatted to a rather less confrontational Liverpool striker, Ian Rush, in the 
directors' box.  
Carroll's impact was immediate. His first knockdown was seized on by Joe Cole to 
force a fine two-handed save from Artur. It was followed by a header that 
whistled wide.  
Before kick-off Dalglish had wondered aloud whether Braga would "step up to the 
plate", suggesting they would have to play better than they had at home if they 
were to make the quarter-finals. There was in fact little difference in their play, 
although they were a much better side than the group who had been swept away 
6-0 at Arsenal earlier in the season.  
And with each minute that scampered by, Dalglish grew more frustrated with the 
referee, Gianluca Rocchi, throwing his arms theatrically out wide or pinning them 
behind his head. His predecessor, Roy Hodgson, would rub his face with his 
hands. Neither made a difference when it came to influencing the official.  
Liverpool (4-4-2): Reina; Johnson, Carragher, Skrtel, Wilson; Rodriguez (Spearing, 
76), Lucas, Meireles, Cole (Ngog, 75); Kuyt, Carroll. Substitutes not used Gulacsi 
(gk), Pacheco, Kyrgiakos, Poulsen, Flanagan.  
Braga (4-1-4-1): Artur; Garcia, Paulao, Rodriguez, Silvio; Vandinho (Kaka, 73); Alan, 
Salino (Mossoro, 89), Viana, Paulo Cesar; Lima (Meyong, 84). Substitutes not used 
Cristiano (gk), Helder Barbosa, Dani, Peterson.  
Referee G Rocchi (Italy).  

 

 
Carroll makes debut but he can't prevent Kop's tame Euro exit 
IT is only fitting Liverpool's Europa League campaign should end on the false note 
they have largely struck throughout the competition.  
It has been a season of disappointing European nights at Anfield, and Liverpool 
were at least consistent in failing to orchestrate anything approaching a coherent 
melody against a resilient and organised Braga.  
To exit such an unloved, unheralded trophy brings mixed emotions. On the one 
hand, Kenny Dalglish's men now face the prospect of having no European football 
to look forward to next season, the first time in more than a decade that such a 
fate has befallen the Reds.  
On the other, it may be no small blessing to avoid trudging around the outposts of 
European football, fielding second string line-ups almost in search of an exit from 
a competition for which they have tried all season to qualify.  
Such is the nature of the Europa League. It is said teams are not so much knocked 
out, as bored into submission. This was Liverpool's 12th game in it this season, 
and yet only had they progressed through this tie to the quarter-finals would the 
real hostilities have begun.  
This is not much of a trophy and, on this evidence, not much of a Liverpool team, 
as their nine goals in those dozen matches testify all too clearly.  
It is no disaster to avoid having to do this all over again next term, but it was the 
nature of this exit that has heavy implications.  
The sight of David Ngog and Jay Spearing used as a last-ditch gamble from the 
subs' bench 15 minutes from time said everything about the depth of quality at 
Anfield.  
Kenny Dalglish has done well since his return, but he is no miracle worker, and 
even after a hugely promising full debut by Andy Carroll, this game exposed the 
weaknesses the manager has to work with.  
There was not enough pace in the Liverpool line-up last night, and too much 
reliance on the obvious aerial threat of their centre-forward.  
In Carroll's defence, he was a willing and very able worker all night, even when he 
inevitably tired in the second half, but Liverpool did not do enough to create real 
opportunities for him, beyond the early ball forward.  
They were missing inspirational skipper Steven Gerrard, of course, and impressive 
new signing Luis Suarez, but even so, there were too many players in the starting 
XI last night who may struggle to secure a long-term Anfield future. In short, not 
enough players who deserve to pull on the red shirt.  
The fact Braga barely gave away a chance worthy of the name in a drab second 
half spoke volumes about Liverpool's attacking threat.  
Only one moment, seconds before the end, offered hope to a thoroughly 
frustrated Kop, when Ngog found himself unmarked on the end of a Raul Meireles 
free-kick. Any sort of touch would have sent the match into extra-time. 
Predictably, no touch was supplied.  
Carroll at least, was still a big plus, and Dalglish will certainly take heart from the 
fact his record signing made a significant impact, particularly in the first half when 
he was fresh. Braga defended superbly, their organisation in the second-half too 
much for Liverpool's surprisingly one dimensional approach. But before the break, 
pounds 35million Carroll made life hell for Braga's backline.  
How he did not get off the mark is still a mystery. He could have had a penalty 
when he was clearly pushed, should have scored when he headed a corner wide, 
and was denied another when his goalbound shot struck Vandinho on the arm.  
All that happened within the first eight minutes, and when both Joe Cole and 
Lucas were also denied decent penalty shouts, it seemed Liverpool would 
eventually stride through confidently.  
But when the initial euphoria gave way, they had little else save a too predictable 
reliance on long balls towards their target man, and for all his influence, the 
breakthrough remained frustratingly elusive because of that lack of guile.  
Food for thought that must be digested before what becomes a huge season, next 
time, in Liverpool history.  
LIVERPOOL: Reina 6, Johnson 6, Carragher 6, Skrtel 6, Wilson 5, Cole 5 (Ngog 
75mins 5), Lucas 7, Meireles 7, Rodriguez 6 (Spearing 75mins 5), Kuyt 6, Carroll 6. 
BRAGA: Artur 5, Garcia 6, Paulao 6, Rodriguez 5, Silvio 6, Alan 6, Salino 4 (Mossoro 
89mins), Vandinho 5 (Kaka 73mins 5), Viana 5, Cesar 5, Lima 6 (Meyong 84mins).  
REFEREE: Gianluca Rocchi. 
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Liverpool land in the black stuff as Dublin dreams drain away 
SO there will be no party to end all parties in the Irish capital in mid-May. Dublin 
won’t be painted red. 
Liverpool’s hopes of providing a silver lining at the end of a season of upheaval 
were dashed on St Patrick’s Day and not even copious amounts of the black stuff 
could ease the pain. 
A dour stalemate with Braga ensured the Reds’ trophy drought will extend into a 
sixth season. 
It was a fittingly miserable end to an uninspiring continental adventure which has 
limped along from the moment Liverpool took to the field in a Macedonian 
outpost last July. 
Having made hard work of the group stage against a trio of also-rans and then 
struggled to see off Sparta Prague, the Reds were finally put out of their misery 
last night. 
This was no hard luck story or heroic failure. Liverpool got what they deserved 
after failing to produce the guile or the quality required to break down a defiant 
but limited Braga side over 180 minutes. 
Kenny Dalglish could hardly quibble about the perspiration from his players – Glen 
Johnson and Dirk Kuyt walked away from Anfield looking like they had gone 12 
rounds with David Haye – but inspiration was in short supply. 
The passports can be tucked away and the big question is when will they be 
needed again? 
Winning the Europa League presented Liverpool with their only realistic hope of 
qualifying for Europe next term. 
With that chance gone and fifth place in the Premier League looking beyond 
them, the Reds are looking at a first season without European football since 
1999/2000. 
On the face of it for a club with such a proud tradition that would be a bitter blow 
but maybe a year focused on domestic matters wouldn’t be the end of the world. 
For a start it would give Liverpool the chance to regroup and prepare a proper 
challenge to reclaim their place at Europe’s top table. 
The fact that Liverpool used 32 players in 14 largely dismal games to get this far 
speaks volumes. 
This failure against the sixth best side in Portugal was also a stark reminder to 
watching owner John Henry that a serious outlay of cash will be needed this 
summer to improve a squad littered with weaknesses. 
Surely Henry will soon confirm that Dalglish’s return to the Anfield dugout is 
permanent. 
The Scotsman has worked miracles since picking up the pieces following Roy 
Hodgson’s disastrous reign but the fact is he was left with too much to do.  
Liverpool lost their way after a start brimming with promise last night. 
Dalglish had urged the Reds to avenge the cowardly elbow directed into Andy 
Carroll’s face by Kaka in the first leg by overturning the 1-0 deficit and the team 
sheet looked to be a statement of intent. 
Carroll was handed his first start alongside Dirk Kuyt following his eventful cameo 
in Portugal a week earlier. 
With Maxi Rodriguez returned to the starting line up on one flank and Joe Cole on 
the other it looked like a team capable of posing Braga the sort of questions that 
weren’t asked in the first leg. 
Carroll was the pivotal figure in the early onslaught as he terrorised the central 
defensive duo of Paulao and Alberto Rodriguez. 
Inside eight minutes his flick on found Cole whose shot was parried away by 
Artur. From the rebound Carroll’s shot was deflected behind. 
There was no respite for Braga as from the ensuing corner Carroll climbed highest 
at the back post to meet Raul Meireles’ corner but nodded wide. 
Only a blatant shove in the back denied Carroll the chance to connect with 
another pinpoint delivery from Meireles. Rather than point to the spot, Italian 
referee Gianluca Rocchi bizarrely penalised the Reds striker. 
However, momentum wasn’t maintained and as the half wore on Liverpool went 
downhill fast. 
The £35million acquisition of Carroll has undoubtedly given Liverpool a Plan B but 
that is no reason to completely abandon Plan A. 
Rather than pass and move in a bid to get in behind Braga, the Reds got sucked 
into the trap of pumping a succession of long balls forward in Carroll’s direction. 
They went too direct too often rather than looking to get to the byline and pick 
out the big man with quality deliveries from wide areas. He’s got a decent left 
foot to match his aerial prowess but he didn’t get the opportunity to show it. 
Braga, who were hammered 6-0 at Arsenal last September, could hardly believe 
their luck as attack after attack petered out and the visitors grew in confidence. 
Left-back has been a problem area for the Reds all season with the hapless Paul 
Konchesky falling a long way short of Anfield standards before being banished out 
on loan and Fabio Aurelio spending long periods on the treatment table. 
Danny Wilson has helped to fill the void but the teenage Scotsman isn’t a full-back 
and endured a testing first half. 
His poor clearance played the Reds into trouble and he was relieved to see Lima’s 
shot deflected behind. 

 

Martin Skrtel then came to Wilson’s rescue to thwart Alan after the goal scorer in 
the first leg turned away from the youngster. 
The ball may have stayed on the floor for longer periods in the second half but 
too often it went sideways or backwards as Liverpool toiled. 
It was pedestrian and predictable with Cole and Maxi Rodriguez’s habit of drifting 
inside leaving Liverpool desperately short of width. 
Carroll, increasingly starved of service, went into the book after taking out his 
frustration on Alberto Rodriguez’s ankles. 
Both Carroll and Kuyt didn’t help Liverpool’s bid to sustain any meaningful spell of 
pressure as they kept carelessly straying offside. 
Chances were at a premium. There was no spark, no cutting edge. There was a 
spirited late rally with Carroll’s goal-bound header striking Kuyt before Skrtel was 
thwarted by a fine stop from Artur but there was no way through. This was 
Braga’s night. 

 


